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THE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
TRUST FUND

The September 30, 2001 Massachusetts

Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund balance was

$1,981 billion. The private contributory account

balance was $1,902 billion and the governmental

contributory account balance was $79 million.

CURRENT CONDITION OF THE FUND

The Commonwealth's economy continued to show

signs of slowing during the July through September

quarter with the total unemployment rate averaging

3.9% for the quarter, compared to the record low

2.6% for the same quarter last year. Over the twelve

months ending September 2001, Massachusetts added

29,800 jobs for a 0.9% rate of growth above the level

one year ago. The total number of jobs was

3,367,800 in September 2001. The manufacturing

and transportation sectors posted over-the-year job

losses, while construction, services and finance,

insurance and real estate continued to post gains.

However, neither the total unemployment rate nor the

jobs data for September 2001 reflect the impact of the

September 11
th

terror attacks on the United States.

All subsequent evidence points to a marked

deterioration of the labor market since the 1

1

th

.

During the month of October, new unemployment

insurance claims averaged 6,800 per week, well

above the 5,400 new claims per week average for the

third quarter of 2001, and more than double the 3,200

new claims per week averaged during the month of

October a year ago. At the end of September 2001,

reserves in the Fund's private contributory account, at

$1,902 billion, stood $87 million below the $1,989

billion balance that existed as of September 30, 2000.

This change is an early sign of the downward

direction in which the Fund is now heading.

EET
The Economic Research Office of the

Massachusetts Division of Employment
and Training prepares this report.

Questions can be directed to DET at

(617) 626-6600
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ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THIS
FORECAST

DET utilizes independent economic outlooks as the

forecast for Massachusetts. The benefit financing

simulations in this report are based on the

Economy.com (previously known as RFA) forecast

issued in October 2001.

The assumptions used in this report are arrayed below

and compared to the assumptions used to produce the

prior two simulations published in our August 2001

and May 2001 reports.

Wage & Salary Total Unemployment

Growth (%) Rate (%)
05/01 08/01 11/01 05/01 08/01 11/01

2001 5.5 6.4 5.2 2.9 3.2 3.7

2002 5.1 5.0 1.5 3.2 3.8 5.2

2003 5.5 5.1 5.5 3.2 3.8 4.7

2004 5.1 4.8 5.1 3.2 3.8 4.3

2005 5.0 4.6 4.4 3.1 3.8 4.3

05/01

Labor Force

08/01 11/01

2001 3,299,500 3,340,700 3,339,000

2002 3,326,600 3,371,100 3,336,000

2003 3,354,100 3,398,100 3,361,500

2004 3,383,100 3,426,000 3,384,300

2005 3,410,700 3,452.000 3,406,500

Wage and salary growth for 2001 is now estimated at

5.2%, down considerably from the 6.4% estimate

used for the August report's simulation and a clear

reflection of the disinflationary effects that are

expected to result from the current economic

downturn. The present report's projected wage and

salary growth rate of 1.5% for 2002 is markedly

below the 5.0% growth rate forecasted for 2002 in

our August report, and this virtual "no-growth"

projection for the upcoming year reflects both an

anticipated flattening of wage inflation in

Massachusetts as well as a very soft employment

picture next year. The current report's wage and

salary growth estimates for 2003 and 2004, however,

are slightly higher than our previous estimates, with

5.5% growth now projected for 2003 and 5.1%

forecast for 2004. Annual wage and salary growth for

2005 is now expected to be 4.4%, slightly lower than

4.6% rate used in our August report.

The present report's projected annual average

unemployment rate for 2001 is 3.7%, up 0.5% from

our August report's estimate of 3.2% and 0.3%

higher than the 3.4% actual average year-to-date rate

posted through September 30
th

. Our current forecast

has the total unemployment rate moving up quite

noticeably next year, to an annual average of 5.2% for

2002 with even higher monthly figures expected in

the winter months. The total unemployment rate for

the outyears - 2003 through 2005 - is expected

under the present report's forecast to remain relatively

high, with rates now projected at 4.7% for 2003, and

4.3% for 2004 and 2005.

The current report's outlook for the Commonwealth's

labor force in 2001 is virtually the same as was

projected in our August report, with the present report

projecting the 2001 labor force to average 3,339,000,

while our August report projected a number of

3,341,000. For 2002, however, our current report

projects a decline in the size of the labor force, of

some 3,000 workers compared to the expected 2001

figure, and fully 35,000 compared to our August

report's projected 2002 numbers. This decline next

year -- which, like the slow wage and salary growth

projected for 2002 is another classic characteristic of

an economy in a downturn — is expected to be

followed by a resumption of growth at moderate rates

during the years 2003 through 2005, with the labor

force reaching 3,406,500 in 2005.

2001 OUTLOOK

Actual data through October, which reflected a

rapidly accelerating pattern of job losses and UI claim

filings, coupled with the outlook for higher total

unemployment going forward and concomitant

continued increases in unemployment insurance

claims through the end of the year, generates an

expected 2001 year-end Trust Fund balance of $1,713

billion. This is a downward revision of $252 million

from DET's August estimate of $1,965 billion and

$288 million below the actual calendar year 2000

year-end balance of $2,001 billion.

Employer contributions this year, based on special

Schedule "B", are now estimated at $816 million, $4

million more than the estimate published in DET's

August report. Employer contributions plus interest

earnings of $130 million will bring in combined

revenues of $946 million during 2001, virtually the

same as the previous report's estimates. However,

increases in unemployment insurance claims and

payment activities during the year are now expected

to result in net outlays of at least $1,234 billion. This

level of expenditure is $254 million more than DET's

previous outlay estimate of $980 million for 2001

published in our August report, and $490 million

more than the year 2000' s actual outlays of $744

million.

Page
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2002 PROJECTIONS
AND OPTIONS

For 2002, projected increases in unemployment are

expected to raise benefit outlays to $1,456 billion,

more than $200 million above this year's $1,234

billion outlay estimate. However, the uncertainty of

the national and state economic outlooks may yet

result in even higher levels of unemployment
insurance claims and benefit outlays for 2002 than

those indicated in the estimates published in this

report. On the other side of the coin, we believe that

the current Economy.com economic forecast upon

which this report is based is overly pessimistic in its

assessment of the probable condition of the

Massachusetts labor market in the years 2003 through

2005. It is quite possible that the benefit payout

estimates now forecasted for those years, which run

between $1.3 billion and $1.4 billion, are higher than

what will actually occur.

Absent legislative intervention to set the rate

Schedule next year, current law would require

contribution rates be set at Schedule "D" for 2002.

Under Schedule "D", employer contributions would

be $1,054 billion in 2002, an increase of $238 million

over 2001 revenues of $816 million. The "triggering"

of Schedule "D" rather than "C" in 2002 is a direct

result of the deterioration of the Massachusetts labor

market over the past three months. As a result of

steadily increasing benefit outlays during the months

of August and September, the Trust Fund's balance as

of the September 30 statutory rate triggering

computation date was about $70 million below what

would have been needed to trigger Schedule "C".

Fortunately, we do not need to settle for a triggered

rate increase next year. The House has proposed to

freeze rates at the current special Schedule "B", while

the Senate has gone a small step further, and has

proposed a modest $30 million reduction in

contribution rates, to a proposed new so-called

Schedule "A+". The Swift Administration has

proposed an $80 million rate reduction, to Schedule

"A", in legislation filed in the Spring of this year.

Estimates for employer contributions for 2002 under

all of these alternatives are arrayed on Table 1A.

The estimates for employer contributions would be

$815 million for 2002 under the House-passed special

Schedule "B" (virtually the same as 2001

contributions), $784 million using the Senate's

Schedule "A+", and $727 million under a true

Schedule "A". With outlays the same -- at $1,456
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billion - under all options, the resulting year-end

Trust Fund balances would be: $1,169 billion under

special Schedule "B", $1,137 billion under Schedule

"A+", and $1,079 billion under true Schedule "A".

With our economy operating in what has now
formally been labeled a "recession" by academic

economists, and with all three of the rate Schedule

options discussed above likely to leave the UI Fund's

2002 closing balance with at least $1 billion in

reserves, the preferred rate Schedule for next year in

our view is that which provides the greatest cost relief

to Massachusetts businesses. This is true Schedule

"A", which would cut the average cost per employee

to $286, an 11% reduction below the $321 average

cost that would result from merely freezing costs at

Schedule "B", and 7% lower than the $308 average

cost that would result from reducing rates to the new
so-called Schedule "A+".

Any of these alternatives, however, would clearly be

much preferred to the 29% cost increase that

Massachusetts businesses would experience if rates

were allowed to "trigger" up to Schedule "D".

2003 -2005 PROJECTIONS

The simulation estimates for the 2002 to 2005 period

under current law are arrayed in Table 1

.

With continued higher levels of unemployment
claims activity projected to persist throughout the

2003 to 2005 forecast period under the outside

economic forecast we have adopted for this report,

Trust Fund reserves would hover in the range of $1.2

billion to $1.3 billion throughout this period, while

Schedule "E" would likely be triggered in each of

these years. If, as we suspect will be the case, the

Massachusetts economy actually performs better in

these years than our current outside economic forecast

is predicting, then the Fund's performance will be

better than is now predicted.

Finally, as is our practice each year, we have included

information comparing the estimated 2001 cost per

employee and the June 2001 trust fund balances as a

percent of total wages for all fifty states as

supplements to this report. They can be found on

pages 6 and 7.
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Table 1

PROJECTION 2001-2005

CURRENT LAW

Massachusetts Benefit Financing Simulation

Private Contributory Trust Fund Account (All $ in Millions)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Balance, January 1 $1,808 $2,001 $1,713 $1,414 $1,340 $1,337

Income $812 816 $1,054 $1,197 $1,220 $1,212

Trust Fund Interest $124 $130 $103 $88 $87 $84

Outlays $744 $1,234 $1,456 $1,359 $1,309 $1,418

Balance, December 31 $2,001 $1,713 $1,414 $1,340 $1,337 $1,215

Schedule B** B** D E E E

Average Cost/Employee $322 $320 $414 $466 $471 $465

*The Trust Fund income, outlays and balances exclude special "Reed Act" funding made available in 1999, 2000 and

2001 by Congress to States for the administration of the unemployment insurance program. These funds, temporarily

deposited by Treasury in States' UI Trust Funds, may only be used for administrative functions and cannot legally be

used for the payment of benefits. The amount excluded from the December 31, 2000 balance is $4.7 million.

** Under Chapter 175 of the Acts of 1998, rates under Schedule "B" are reduced by 0.075% below what would have been

the case under prior law.

Figures may not add because of rounding.

Table 2

Economic Assumptions Based on Economy.com Forecast and Massachusetts Simulation

Benefit Financing Simulation Output

>
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Total Covered Payroll (SBillions) $116.4 $122.0 $122.7 $130.8 $138.8 $145.8

Contributory Payroll (SBillions) $30.5 $30.6 $30.7 $31.4 $32.0 $32.3

Covered Employment (Thousands) 3,215 3,249 3,243 3,275 3,304 3,324

Nominal Contribution Rate ($10,800) 2.7% 2.6% 3.5% 3.9% 3.8% 3.8%

Contributory Wage Proportion 26.2% 25.1% 25.0% 24.0% 23.1% 22.1%

Solvency Assessment 0.24% 0.34% 0.92% 0.92% 0.95% 1 .00%

Contributions as % of Total Payroll 0.70% 0.67% 0.86% 0.92% 0.88% 0.83%

Total Unemployment Rate 2.6% 3.7% 5.2% 4.7% 4.3% 4.3%

Insured Unemployment Rate 1 .9% 2.7% 3.2% 2.8% 2.7% 2.7%

Figures may not add because of rounding.
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Table 1A

PROJECTIONS

2002 SCHEDULE OPTIONS

Private Contributory Trust Fund Account* (All $ in Millions)

Current Law HB4531 SB2151 HB4095

Balance, January 1 $1,713 $1,713 $1,713 $1,713

Income $1,054 $815 $784 $727

Trust Fund Interest $103 $97 $96 $95

Outlays $1,456 $1,456 $1,456 $1,456

Balance, December 31 $1,414 $1,169 $1,137 $1,079

Schedule D B** A+ A

Average Cost/Employee $414 $321 $308 $286

** Under Chapter 175 of the Acts of 1998, rates under Schedule "B" are reduced by 0.075% below what would have been

the case under prior law.

Figures may not add because of rounding.

Schedule D - Current Law

Schedule B** — House 4531 would continue the use of special Schedule B for 2002

Schedule A+ — Senate proposal for new schedule that is halfway between Schedule A and regular Schedule B

Schedule A — House 4095, Governor Swift's proposal, would set rates on Schedule A

Prepared by DET Research Page 5
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UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE AS A COST OF DOING BUSINESS:
STATES RANKED BY ANNUAL COST PER EMPLOYEE

(New England and Industrial States Capitalized)

Source: Calendar Year 2001 Estimated Average Tax Rates

Washington $488

Alaska $467

RHODE ISLAND $ 375

Oregon $ 360

NEW JERSEY $353

MASSACHUSETTS $320

PENNSYLVANIA $306

MAINE $298

NEW YORK $285

MICHIGAN $264

West Virginia $259

Nevada $251

FLORIDA $240

rONNFCTTCT IT $ 235

Hawaii $ 231

Idaho $220

Wisconsin $212

CALIFORNIA $208

North Dakota $ 195

Iowa $ 194

ILLINOIS $ 193

Delaware $ 186

Arkansas $ 181

Kansas $ \lA(Medi

VERMONT $ 171

Montana $ 163

Wyoming $ 160

New Mexico $ 159

Kentucky $ 144

Minnesota $ 144

TEXAS $143

Maryland $ 142

Louisiana $ 140

OHIO $ 130

Missouri $ 126

Indiana $ 125

Tennessee $ 122

Alabama $ 1 14

South Carolina $ 1 1

1

Mississippi $ 99

NORTH CAROLINA $ 93

Colorado $ 75

NEW HAMPSHIRE $ 71

Arizona $ 65

Utah $ 57

Nebraska $ 55

South Dakota $ 48

Virginia $ 35

) Georgia • $ 35

Oklahoma $ 26

Computed by DET based on US Dept. of Labor, UIS Division of Actuarial Services, CY 2000 Average Weekly Wage from Financial Handbook 394 and

Estimated Average Employer Contribution Rates for 2001

Prepared by DET Research
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SOLVENCY OF STATE TRUST FUNDS
JUNE 30, 2001 TRUST FUND BALANCES

State

CALIFORNIA
NEW JERSEY
MICHIGAN
PENNSYLVANIA
OHIO
FLORIDA

Balance

($000's)

$6,412,589

$3,232,514

$2,942,453

$2,855,302

$2,177,648

$2,158,689

As Percent of

2000 Total Wages
1.28%

2.30%
2.12%
1.94%

1.51%

1.23%

MASSACHUSETTS $2,035,389 1.75%

ILLINOIS
Washington

Georgia

Wisconsin

Oregon

Louisiana

Indiana

NEW YORK
Virginia

Arizona

NORTH CAROLINA
Maryland

Tennessee

TEXAS
Colorado

Iowa

South Carolina

CONNECTICUT
Mississippi

Kentucky

Utah

New Mexico

Minnesota

Oklahoma
Nevada

Kansas

Alabama

Missouri

MAINE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Delaware

Hawaii

VERMONT
RHODE ISLAND
Idaho

Arkansas

West Virginia

Alaska

Wyoming
Montana

Nebraska

South Dakota

North Dakota

$1,933,192

$1,913,599

$1,762,325

$1,719,760

$1,527,169

$1,508,711

$1,475,454

$1,341,784

$1,046,105

$1,038,427

$965,725

$904,126

$817,243

$803,833

$798,275

$765,594

$747,081

$733,734

$696,234

$643,637

$597,903

$578,547

$551,407

$542,65

1

$513,087

$504,398

$392,746

$391,785

$364,238

$339,833

$324,690

$324,064

$305,060

$293,983

$244,465

$244,409

$232,787

$207,693

$184,402

$174,923

$165,018

$46,947

$22,190

1.04%
2.40%

1.60%

2.58%

3.66%

3.70%

1.97%

0.45%
1.08%

1.74%

0.99%
1.40%

1.22%

0.30%
1.17%

2.42%

2.52%

1.17%
3.11%

1.59%

2.49%

4.03%

0.74%

1.75%

1.83%

'1.46%

0.92%

0.60%

2.97%
1.96%

2.65%

2.70%

4.80%
2.62%

1.98%

1.02%

1.73%

3.06%

4.05%

2.33%

0.88%

0.69%

0.41%

* Massachusetts trust fund balance and total wages reflect private contributory account only.

Major industrial and New England states appear in bold uppercase

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, UIS Division of Actuarial Services
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